MICROSOFT SCULPT COMFORT KEYBOARD MOUSE

$180.00
With its contoured design, customizable features that easily adjust to your needs.
| Categories: Keyboards, Mouse & Mouse Pads

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Features
The Sculpt Comfort Keyboard and Mouse are maximized for comfort and customized for you.
With its contoured design, customizable features that easily adjust to your needs, and a specially
designed, right-handed mouse, Sculpt Comfort Desktop transforms the way you use a keyboard
and mouse. It helps you keep your wrists in a neutral position, while providing functionality and
shortcuts that improve typing eﬃciency.
The sleek design and comfort curve layout keep keys within easy reach, while straightening wrists
with ergonomic palm support that protects against inﬂammation and repetitive stress injuries. The
split spacebar oﬀers new backspace functionality to help you make the most of your keystrokes.
Tight workspace? Sculpt Comfort Desktop can be easily customized to save space, and oﬀer a more
compact look, by detaching the palm rest.
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Sculpt Comfort Desktop perfectly integrates with Windows 10. The keyboard hotkeys are optimized
for Windows 10 to enable fast, easy navigation. Located on the side of the mouse, the customizable
Windows touch tab provides easy access to the Start Menu, Cortana (availability may vary),
OneNote, Task View or virtual desktops.
• Contoured design promotes a natural wrist position and puts keys within easy reach.
• Detachable palm rest can be removed for a sleek, compact look. Work in the position that's most
comfortable for you with detachable palm rest and adjustable keyboard legs.
• Split spacebar with backspace functionality is designed to improve typing eﬃciency.
• Scroll left, right, front and back. Quickly navigate all of your projects with speed and eﬃciency.

Speciﬁcations
Operating System Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows RT, Windows 7, Mac OS 10.7
Product Type:

USB

Colour

Black
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